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Fork 
to Farm

Mike and Bobby Hanna are
developing their fields 

by first looking at the plate

BY CANDICE BAXTER

PHOTOS BY MELISSA PETERSEN

ollow 61, the Blues Highway, to Mississippi County,
Arkansas, and alongside the road stands the manmade levy
holding back Old Man River himself. A mile west of the
levy, Hanna Farm grows unusual things in that fertile

riverbed sediment, oddities very unnatural to the Delta. Where corn
and soybeans reign for miles, Mike Hanna and his dad, Bobby, farm
just three and a half of their 87 acres, supplying bushels of specialized
produce for some of the finest restaurants in Memphis.   

Without using any pesticides or herbicides, the Hannas raise sun-
chokes, quinoa, and butterscotch melons. They grow black garbanzo
beans, crowder peas, and exotic peppers. They stagger crops of fava
beans — some chefs prefer whole baby pods — and Dixie speckled
butterbeans — always thinking about plate presentation. The arugula
blossoms are edible flowers that taste like the green without the
peppery finish. And come fall, Mike will make hominy from rows of
heirloom Old White Hickory corn.

THE FAMILY BUSINESS
At twenty-five years old, Mike is reversing how food gets to the table,
by learning the table side first. He’s paying his dues, cooking in top
Memphis kitchens in order to understand the unique ingredients
chefs want and how they use them. Mike is a third-generation Italian
cook on his mother’s side and a third-generation Mississippi farmer
on his father’s. But for the moment, farming is only a part-time gig
for the Hannas. Mike works as a sauté chef at Andrew Michael Italian
Kitchen, and Bobby has been in the steel business for two decades.
They work the fields on their off days.

With a degree in agriculture, Bobby has always farmed the family
land. He used to grow corn and soybeans until a couple of years ago
when Mike came to him with some interesting ideas. 

“I started to grow up, really figuring out what I want to do with my
life,” says Mike. “Dad said if I was serious, to draw up a business
plan. So I did. The next year, we got started.”

Mike does all the marketing. He talks to local chefs about what they
want to include on their menus. The orders for spring are placed in
December. Fall orders are in by June. After researching for months,
Mike purchases from online heirloom seed banks and consults with
his father on what to plant where and when. Bobby digs rows North
to South with a small 1948 Ford tractor. Nearly everything is sold
before it even goes into the ground. 

“Mike decides what to plant, and I figure out how to grow it.” Bobby
minds the crop rotation, saves the sandy east plot for melons, and sepa-
rates the various corn crops to prevent prevailing-wind cross pollination.

“And we can grow just about anything here,” Mike says touching the
rich Delta soil. “I mean, this used to be the Mississippi River.”

WHAT YOU WON’T FIND ANYWHERE ELSE
The Hannas have two rows of cardoons thriving despite this year’s
late frost. A cardoon is a European native thistle with velvety leaves,
difficult spikes, and edible stems resembling giant celery. It tastes
reminiscent of its cousin, the globe artichoke. Cardoons are widely
prevalent in Italian markets, but difficult to find in the States. 

“They’re hard work,” says Bobby, pointing to the three-foot-tall
plants. “The ribs on those stalks will turn to spikes. While they’re still
in the ground, you have to wrap them in black plastic for six weeks
until they turn white.”

“The blanching process keeps the sunlight away and takes most of the
bitterness out,” Mike adds.

When they are ready to harvest, he will sell the cardoons to local
restaurants where the stalks will be peeled, chopped, and puréed for
spreads, pickled for salads, or baked into gratins.

“These are second year, so they’ll put off purple blooms.” Bobby speaks
up for the executive chef at Sweet Grass. “Trimm wants those, too.”

THAT LITTLE SOMETHING EXTRA
Last autumn, Mike made his first large batch of hominy. He sold out
in a matter of days. Hominy is dried corn that has been treated with
an alkali solution in a process called nixtamalization.

“There’s no competition around here,” he says. “And if we’re the only
ones doing it, it has to be done right.”

follow the Food

Opposite: Mike shows off the baby fava beans, no shelling necessary.
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After the Old White Hickory corn dries on the stalk, he shells it and
soaks the hard kernels in vats of water for 24 hours. Following several
strains and washes, they go into a huge pot with a tablespoon of
culinary lye. Never boiling, the corn sits at 190 degrees for a couple
of hours as the alkali strips off the outer hull. Mike stirs gently until
the hominy sinks to the bottom. Then he shoves a water hose in the
pot until it overflows. All the unwanted remnants glide over the side.

“I wash it again to get all the lye out, and store it in water.” He delivers
the final product — 25 pounds per five-gallon bucket. As the only oper-
ation around, Mike could charge high dollar, but he keeps all of his
goods reasonably priced. He’s growing a business.

DOWN THE ROAD
“We’ve got the land here. We could grow all we want, but the thing
is, you don’t want to overwhelm the restaurants,” says Bobby. “It’s dif-
ferent than farming corn and soybeans. That’s all about territory and
equipment. This here is about details.”

“Like with last year’s baby squash, I didn’t just cut them and chuck
them in a bucket.” Mike throws an invisible squash at an empty milk
crate. “As a cook, I can see the bruises. I placed them in there gently.
Chefs are picky, so I’m held to a high standard.”

The plan is to generate enough profit to quit their day jobs and farm
full time. They want to try their hands at farro and other grains for
the multitude of craft-beer distilleries sprouting up around town.
Staying away from farmers’ market fare, the Hannas concentrate on
heirloom specialties. 

“It helps, him knowing both sides of the business, how to work with
what we’re growing.” Bobby stands on the edge of the west plot scat-
tered with volunteer yellow mustard. 

Mike laughs and turns from the cardoons. “Yeah, he can’t cook a
thing. But you don’t always have to be cooking to make a dif-
ference in food.”  

Hanna Farm
870-623-2406 • mhanna1062@gmail.com

Find Hanna Farm produce at: Restaurant Iris, Sweet Grass, Tsunami,
and Andrew Michael Italian Kitchen

Candice Baxter earned her M.F.A. in creative writing at the University
of Memphis. Find more of her work at www.candicebaxter.com.

Clockwise from top left: fava beans; Bobby showing a cardoon; anise
hyssop; artichoke; lavender; Mike surveying the corn field, quinoa.
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